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Yamashita Park 

"The Most Romantic Park in Yokohama"

Yamashita Park is a one-kilometer-long seaside park that is thought by

most long-term residents to be the spiritual heart of Yokohama City.

Yamashita Park is in a way a legacy of the disastrous 1923 earthquake.

The park was built on top of the dumping ground for the thousands of

tons of rubble and debris caused by the quake. In 1930 Yamashita Park

rose, phoenix-like, from the ashes of the old Yokohama. The park's Ginko

trees have become a symbol of Yokohama. At the left end of the park near

the Osanbashi Pier is a water tower monument to the Indians who

perished in the 1923 earthquake. Yamashita Park is a very romantic place

for a stroll along the waterfront. The park is especially appealing during

the summer fireworks festivals.

 +81 45 681 1860  279 Yamashitacho, Yokohama
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Yokohama Red Brick Warehouse 

"Shopping Complex in Historical Landmark"

Originally built in the early 20th century as a customs warehouse,

Yokohama Red Brick Warehouse is now the most fashionable shopping

complex in the waterfront Yokohama. Inside the building you will find the

variety of boutiques, restaurants, and bars. Outside the building is great

harbor view of Yokohama. most suitable for sightseeing and dating.

 +81 45 211-1515  www.yokohama-

akarenga.jp/index.html

 1-1 Shinko, Naka-ku, Yokohama
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Kishamichi Promenade 

"The Port's Old Railroad Bridge"

Kishamichi is a promenade that is located in the Minato Mirai 21 seaside

park area. One end of Kishamichi Promenade starts next to the Nippon

Maru Memorial Park. The promenade travels along abandoned rail tracks

and crosses an old truss-style railroad bridge. The walkway is well lit and

connects with Unga Park, a base for waterfront recreation. Inside Unga

Park is the Train Road that leads to the old terminal island. In the past this

man-made island served as an important warehouse and shipping area.

The island's role in the history of Yokohama harbor is being

commemorated by Aka-Renga Park. Other attractions on the island

include the Hotel Navios Yokohama, Yokohama World Porters commercial

complex, and the Yokohama Cosmo World.

 +81 45 201 1111  Minato Mirai 21, Yokohama
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Osanbashi Pier 

"The "Big Wharf""

The Osanbashi Pier stands at the entrance to the Port of Yokohama from

the greater Tokyo Bay. Osanbashi means "Big Wharf," and big it was.

What we know today as the Osanbashi Pier was completed in 1894 and

was known in its day as the Yokohama Harbor Pier. At the time it was

biggest wharf in entire Japan. The Osanbashi Pier became the center of

the booming port, and all the large ships were docked here.

Consequently, it became the entrance to Yokohama for many visiting

foreigners. Today the Pier still stands at the entrance to the Port of

Yokohama and greets ships of all kinds from around the world.

 +81 45 211 2304  www.osanbashi.com/  1-1-4 Kaigan-dori, Yokohama
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Landmark Tower 

"Japan's Tallest Skyscraper And Huge Mall"

Landmark Tower is located in the ultra modern Minato Mirai 21

development on Yokohama's waterfront. It is Yokohama's showcase

community of sleek high-rise buildings, ultramodern shopping malls,

museums, hotels, convention centers, office buildings, and homes. There's

even an amusement park with a huge Ferris Wheel that's perfect for

sightseeing. As Japan's tallest skyscraper, Landmark Tower is the

centerpiece for Minato Mirai 21 and is home to the Yokahama Royal Park

Hotel Nikko, the Sky Garden Observatory, Landmark Mall with 190 shops

and boutiques, a medical clinic, 48 floors of office space, a 230-meter

moving walkway that connects Landmark Tower with Sakuragi-cho

Station, and three floors of underground parking that accommodates

1,400 cars! Landmark Tower also features one of Japan's important

cultural properties, the Dockyard Garden—an authentic replica of the

stone dockyard originally constructed in 1896. This is a playful

reproduction with scores of restaurants "hidden" behind the huge stone

blocks of the drydock.

 +81 45 222 5015  www.yokohama-landmark.jp/  2-2-1 Minato Mirai, Yokohama
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Harbor View Park 

"Panorama Of Yokohama Bay, Harbor"

Harbor View Park is a hilltop park opened in 1962. It has an elevated

viewing platform that offers a panoramic view of Yokohama Bay and the

developments skirting the harbor. Harbor View Park overlooks sites that

include the industrial piers, Daikoku Pier, Honmoku Pier, and Osanbashi

Pier, the luxury passenger liner Hikawa-maru, the skyline of the futuristic

Minato Mirai 21 site, and Yokohama's Bay Bridge. Harbor View Park is

near to the Foreign Cemetery, many excellent restaurants and summer

beer gardens. Admission is free.

 +81 (0)45 622 8244  114 Yamashita machi, Yokohama
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Negishi Forest Park and Track 

"First Western-Style Horseracing Track"

Negishi Shinrin or literally Negishi Forest, is also known by several names

that celebrate its past and present status as a place for play, enjoyment

and relaxation. In 1866, the Yokohama Race Club chose Negishi as the

first permanent Western-style horse racing track. Hence, another of the

park's names is Negishi Keiba Kinen Koen or the Negishi Memorial Race

Track Park. Racing continued here until 1943. You can still see the

distinctive oval shape with the old blackened concrete stands on the side.

After the war the Americans turned the area into a golf course. And, today
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it is one of the largest expanses of green space in Yokohama, and a prime

spot for picnics and touch football games.

 +81 45 662 7581  Negishi-dai 1-3, Yokohama
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Sankei-en 

"Take a Step Back in Time"

Amid the urban din of southern Yokohama lies a serene, picturesque

sanctum. Based on an ingenious design conceptualized by Tomito Hara,

this traditional, Japanese-style garden is riddled with trickling rivers and

winding trails. Tomitaro Hara began by acquiring several buildings

including tea houses, a farmer's house, a pagoda and various villas, and

then placed them on his property amidst ponds, wooded slopes and

landscaped gardens; these were later opened to the public in 1906. The

picturesque, undulating landscape of the park is dotted with a troupe of

iconic buildings which are as striking to look at as they are historically

significant. Sankei-en also features lovely tea houses which further

augment its allure. Although there are sixteen separate buildings, the

Rinshukaku villa, with paintings by Kano-school masters, is particularly

noteworthy. In addition, the famed pagoda, Tenzui-ji Juto, Gekka-den,

Tenju-in, Choshu-kaku, Shunso-ro, Tokei-ji, the Yanohara House and the

main hall of Tomyo-ji have been designated significant cultural properties,

too.

 +81 45 621 0634  www.sankeien.or.jp  58-1 Honmoku Sannotani, Naka-ku,

Yokohama
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Umi-no-Koen 

"Prime Spot For Barbecues And Sun Bathing"

Umi-no-Koen, literally "Seaside Park", is a one-kilometer stretch of beach

located right next to Hakkeijima Sea Paradise. This man made beach is

one of Yokohama's prime spots for sun bathing. Also a great spot for

families with young children. The beach is clean and the bay water is very

shallow, so toddlers and infants can "swim" safely. Umi-no-Koen's

facilities include clean toilets, showers and changing facilities in several

locations. Although there are no baby change tables, the handicapped

toilets have plenty of space for changing. There are also drink vending

machines, a souvenir shop and a beachfront restaurant. The park has nice

barbecue facilities that can be rented for a half-day.

 +81 45 701 3450  www.hama-midorinokyok

ai.or.jp/park/uminokouen/

 rinpodan@umino-

kouen.net

 Hakkeijima Uminokouenn,

Yokohama
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Hakkeijima Sea Paradise 

"Truly Impressive Aaquarium"

Hakkeijima Sea Paradise is an amusement park, theme park, and

impressive aquarium all located on a man-made island in Tokyo Bay.

Anyone can walk onto the island free, then each attraction is paid for

separately. The seaside amusement park is called Pleasure Land and

features the twirling, twisting Surf Coaster ride. Each ride has to be paid

for separately. The Aqua Museum has an enormous aquarium containing

70,000 fish. The special attraction is the "aqua escalator," which allows

visitors to travel through the middle of the aquarium, from the surface to

the depths of the underwater world.

 +81 45 788 8888  www.seaparadise.co.jp/  Route 357, Hakkeijima, Yokohama
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